EXAMPLE SPECIFICATIONS FOR ELECTION MATERIALS

PENCILS - FOR MARKING BALLOTS

Style: Standard (HB) pencils with no erasers. 
Pencils sharpened before delivery

Colour: Black lead

Drilled: Each pencil to be drilled to take string for 
affixing to voting screen.

Quantity: 20 in each Presiding Officer’s kit
EXAMPLE SPECIFICATIONS FOR ELECTION MATERIALS

INVISIBLE INDELIBLE INK - TO PREVENT MULTIPLE VOTING

Style: Indelible ink for the marking of the voter’s fingers at the time of voting so that subsequent attempts to vote again will be detected.

Size: 4 oz plastic bottle

Ink: Ink must be non-toxic, indelible, incapable of being removed by solvents, and must provide a stain on voters fingers which will last in a form visible with the naked eye under ultraviolet light for at least 168 hours.

Colour: Invisible under natural light, fluorescent glow under ultraviolet light.

Quantity: 3 bottles